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I ~ INTRODUCTION.

At the request of MOKTA CANADA Ltd, the "COMPAGNIE GENERALS DE 

GEOPHYSIQUE" of PARIS - FRANCE (C.G.G.) carried out a geological and 

geophysical reconnaissance on a claim group in MACMURCHY Township (District

of SUDBURY - ONTARIO).

Tiie area surveyed is situated on Highway 560 half-way between 

GOWGANDA and SHININGTREB, and more exactly between the West Montreal River 

and the Sulphide creek. This area covers about the thirty claims registered 

under numbers 32938 to 32941, 34585 to 34604, and 36374 to 36379.

Some work had previously been done on this property by C.W* BKUNET* 

Trenching and blasting works had been done on some mineralized zones. Mainly, 

a zone of about 300 sq. ft had been cleared by bulldoaer, on a chalcopyrite 

mineralized fracture.

This new reconnaissance consisted of :

1) Opening lines, in a North-South direction, 4001 apart, and some 

East-West lines for adjusting the measurements. More than 27 miles of lines 

were opened (exactly 145,100 feet). This was a very long and arduous operation 

since earlier forest exploitation had left impenetrable heaps of branches.

2) Geological reconnaissance of only a part of the property. It consisted 

mainly of a sampling of the existing rocks. The area surveyed is about



3000 feet wide along the highway and only along the linea opotcriL

3) Ground magnetometer survey along the lines opened at intervals 

of 50?. A total of 2,510 readings were taken, equivalent to about 24 miles 

of .lines surveyed (exactly 125*500 feet)*

4) Self-Potential survey along the lines opened at intervals of 501 

A total of 2,683 readings were taken, equivalent to about 25 miles of 

lines surveyed (exactly 134,150 feet).

All this work enabled us to draw up a preliminary map   scale : 

1"7400' * But in fact, no precise topographical work was done and these 

maps may be rather inaccurate. The position of the readings were staked 

with red flags and/or wooden rods.

The survey was directed by J. VELAINE, geologist and geophysicist 

at C.G.G. who also made the geological reconnaissance, and the writing of 

this report with the help of C.G.G.'s Technical Department. He was assisted 

by A. NICOLAS, C.G.G. Technician (specially for the SP readings) and 

R. PICART (magnetometer readings) , R. GAGNON and J. AUGER, residents of 

BARRAUTE (P.Q.). C.W. BRUNET with four local helpers was in charge of 

opening the lines.

The reconnaissance began 8 October and finished 10 November 1964. 

Drafts and editions were made at the C.G.G. office.
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The purpose of this reconnaissance ^as to obtain some information 

rapidly about the possible mining interest of the property, in order to 

prepare a more detailed survey with the most suitable geophysical methods ~ 

therefore, the results give a general impression rather than particularly 

interesting points.

II - GEOLOGICAL RECONNAISSANCE

The property lies in the TIMAGAMI PROVINCIAL Forest and is 

easily accessible because highway 560 crosses it. It is a completely 

wooded area but a large number of trees have already been worked and 

in places there remains only heaps of branching. Swamps cover about 30 fo 

of the area. Elsewhere, the overburden is rather thin (sand, land-slide etc.) 

and the bed rock is easy to reach. There are many hills with sharp cliffs.

The purpose of this reconnaissance was mainly a rock sampling 

for petrographic analysis. This latter would make it possible at a later 

date to ascertain a detailed geological map, and only a zone 3*000 feet 

wide along the highway and along the opened lines was surveyed* For 

example, the center and southern part of the property was not studied.

On maps -PI I and II we have only marked with a number the place 

of rock sampling. However, we have tried to make a macroscopic and preli 

minary classification which is as follows :

a) - Red rocks (pale to dark) - seems to be a lava - sometimes 

fractured ; n0 12, 34, showing (Line 62 W).
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b)   Grey rocks (greenish pale to dark) very common - also seems 

to be a lava, with some dark and siliceous fissures j n0 4, 7, 13, 30, 38, 

52.

May be of the same nature but paler with ferrugineous and sandy 

weathering j n0 3, 5, 11, 45, 47, 53.

o) - Dark crystallized rocks, with ferrugineous weathering ; 2, 

6, 8, 22, 25, 26, 56 ~ it could be very fine-grained and difficult to 

distinguish from some rocks of the b) group,

d) - Red porphyry with white phenocrystals   n0 15, 20, 28, 52.

e)   Fractured rooks - they are various - pale (27, 32, 43)i pale 

and dark (12, 21, 74), dark and red (57), dark (21, 35, 39)*

There are also mineralized rocks (24, 46, 46 B, 48, 51, B 2), 

ohloritized zones (9), some pale quartzite (14), purple (33), some Iron 

Formations (44), etc.

Some mineralized zones had already been blasted ; the most important 

is between the southern part of lines 62 W and 65 W. A fracture, filled 

with quartz and carbonates and some chalcopyrite and gossan can bo seen 

in red lavas. It is about 150 feet long and 2 feet wide in places ; its 

dip., is vertical and the strike is curved (North 1200 E to 80 E),

Other blastings (B 1 to B 9) had been made -B 1, B 2, B 3 are 

400 feet eastward of the showing and some chalcopyrite can be seen in a
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similar fracture (B 1) or in a dark rock (B 2 - B 3); etc. B 9 shows an 

important pyritic gossan.

It is thought that there may be some basic volcanic, and acid 

and intermediate rooks (classified as Keewatin - n0 2 and 1 on the 

geological map of the Department of Mines of Ontario) with acid and 

basic intrusive rocks (classified as n0 6 and 5)j and the tectonic could 

have a North-South strike. All these contacts are known to b e well 

mineralized in places.

A more detailed geological survey of this area would be very 

useful for the interpretation of the geophysical data and for the whole 

understanding of the property.

Ill - MAGNETOMETER SURVEY.

Readings were taken at intervals of 50' along all the North-South 

lines. In the East-West, only the base line was surveyed.

The magnetometer used was a FLUX GATE MAGNETOMETER, model MF 1 

of E.J. SHARPE Instruments of Canada Ltd, which gives the relative value 

of the vertical component of the earth's magnetic field.

The main base control point was fixed line 34 W, 190' north of 

the base line. Many controls were made (almost twice a day).
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The readings (of which the base value, on an average 280 H , 

was not deducted) have a value of 'between 3000 "f and 2000 ? . The 

negative values are rather exceptional. Sometimes they are too remote and 

too anomalous (south of line 8 E, i.e.) and so they require control and 

more detail. On tho map (PI 1) we have only dravm the isogam curves, without 

marking each value. The pattern was made with the most plausible inter 

pretation of tho data. A more detailed interpretation would be made 

later.

On tho map the anomalies seem to be of two types l

- anomalies which are wide but limited in length 

lino 30 W readings 19 S - 25 S 

line 4 E readings 18 S - 27 S 

line 16 E readings O - 10 S, etc

We must make special mention of the anomalies located at tho 

southern end of linos 8 W to 20 W which are wide, but thdy seem to exist 

along many lines.

- anomalies which are narrow but rather long   they are more 

numerous than the latter, for example reading 15 S line 50 W to 62 W.

Northern part of line 50 W to 62 W.

We include in this group tho isolated readings (for example 

readings 19.5 S, line 8 W) which could belong to a continuous anomaly.
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But to have an accurate idea of this continuity more detail would be

required.

these anomalies seem to have a general East-West strike in 

the western part of the area, NW-SE in the center and southern part of 

the area.

With these data it is not yet possible to give a fuller inter 

pretation. It is necessary to check these anomalies with detailed 

geological data, to get other readings with narrower spacing and to 

study their relationship with other geophysical anomalies.

IV - SELF- POTENTIAL RECONNAISSANCE

The purpose of this survey was also a general reconnaissance of 

the property. So the most interesting zones were determined.

The readings were taken at intervals of 50' along the North-South 

lines opened, except lines 46 W (south part) and lines 66W to 78 W and 

along the East-West line.

Some ore bodies are known to give rise to natural currents 

flowing through the ground under certain conditions (i.e. particular 

kind of minerals and special location). A survey of the surface distri 

bution of the potentials results in the determination of parameters of
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the conductive metallic underground deposits. The potentials were 

read with a Schlumberger potentiometer consisting essentially of a 

sensitive galvanometer and a bridge arrangement with which zero measure 

ments are made. The voltage opposed to the ground potential is then 

the SP value. It was necessary to prepare small holes, watered with a 

ferrugineous sulphate mixture in order to improve the contact between 

the soil and the pots of the electrodes (filled with a copper sulphate 

mixture).

The negative anomalies of SP are generally caused bj? ore bodies* 

But it is necessary to have a zero for all the area surveyed (necessity 

of the E.W. line for zero adjusting).

On the PI II we have only drawn the equipotential curves, after 

zero adjusting -without marking each value, and only in the anomalous 

zones of tho area surveyed.

The pattern of these curves, of course, could n^ve another form 

in places and has been made according to the best idea we had at this 

time. liany anomalous zones can be seen.

The more important anomalies are line 50 W (reading O S and 

10.5 S), line 42 W (reading 10 S), 26 Vf (reading 10 S) and south end of 

lino SE- they generally have a rather short extension.
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W  have paid special attention to the very big and very wide 

anomalies, plotted line 8 W, 12 W, and 18 W (south of the Base line, in 

the middle) which forms a big unit and which continues on several lines. 

The other anomalies do not have such a continuity and they have generally 

been plotted only on a single line. Some of these anomalies reach a 

very high range of value (more than - 600 millivolts for the main anomaly). 

Sometimes the graphite, or some graphitic rocks (i.e. shales) give the 

same high SP value. In the area surveyed we did not see suoh rocks but 

they could exist and we must be careful and have a very detailed geological 

survey especially in these anomalous zones.

The actual pattern does not show particular features. But we 

can be sure of the mining interest of the property and plan the detailed 

survey to be made later.

It would be necessary

- for the rather short anomalies, to carry out a more detailed 

survey with a narrow spacing, to b o sure1 of their dimensions, strike etc.

  for the main anomaly, after detailed geological checking, 

another geophysical method could be used to ascertain all the tectonic 

and structural characteristics of this ore body (resistivity)*
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V - SYNTHESIS MD CONCLUSIONS,

The correlation between the data given by the varied reconnaissance 

is not yet easy because these data are incomplete in places.

However, some remarks could be made. For example, on figure \ 

(inset) two parts of Magnetometer and SP profiles have been drawn.

Line 26 W, near reading 10 S, a very good conformity between the 

magnetic anomaly and the SP anomaly can be seen. There may be an ore 

body here which is quite easy to define.

On the other hand, on line 12 W three SP anomalies can be seen 

(readings 15 S, 20 S, 28 S) ; the most important is the 20 S. The magnetic 

profile only shows two isolated pikes (readings 12 S and 28.5 S) and a 

rather wide but weakly anomalous zone on both sides of 26 S reading. But 

magnetic and SP anomalies do not seem to be in conformity. In fact they 

may be. The weakly anomalous magnetic zone becomes bigger westwards and 

there the SP anomaly becomes shorter. But they are always in relationship.

Such othor examples could be found in the survey we have checked. 

But their final interpretation needs more readings and more data - we 

suggest they could be (as we have already stated in each paragraph).a

1) Geology = detailed geological mapping and checking of all the geophysi 

cal anomalies,
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2) Magnetism and PS = readings with narrow spacing in some anomalio 

but not well defined zones.

3) Another geophysical method could be tried. For the survey of the 

western part of the area where no characteristic data have been  heoked 

but whore there could be mining interest (mainly shown by the ohaloopyrit  

showing)* The electromagnetic method (TURAM i.e. with a rather great depth 

of investigation) or Induced Polarisation method (which is particularly 

suitable for the disseminated ore bodies) oosuld be used.

In other zones, resistivity -methods could be very useful to 

get more indications of the tectonic.

After these operations, which could last about one month for a 

geophysical crew, a first drill program could be done, and the survey of 

the other claims of the property could be effected at the same time.

.In conclusion, we think that the purpose of this reconnaissance 

has been attained - the mining interest of the area surveyed has been 

checked and a program for more detailed survey could be drawn up.

Paris, December 20th, 1964

Head of Exploration Department

J. VELAINE 

JV/LAS
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INTRODUCTION

MOKTA (CANADA) LTD. holds under option a group of 20 claims in the 
central part of MacMurchy Township, Montreal River Mining Division. 
These claims lie south of highway 560 between Gowganda and Westree, 
respectively 50 miles east and 45 miles west. The latter is on the 
C.N.R. transcontinental line.

Access to most parts of the property is easy either from the high 
way or a good lumber road which crosses the western claims in a sou 
therly direction. Many secondary lumber roads lead to practically 
all points of the property.

The claims are : 34585 to 34604 inclusive. The writer is a full-time 
employee of the Company.

TOPOGRAPHY, FOREST AND SOIL

The surface is typical of this part of the country and consists of low 
elongated hills with intervening swampy areas covered with muskeg. On 
the hills rock exposures are abundant or covered by thin yellow sandy 
till. In the southern part of the claims, hills are higher than in the 
north and the till is more widespread and thicker.

In the centre of the property, a small pond is surrounded by low swam 
py ground.

Most of the property has been lumbered some years ago. There are still 
however good stances of spruce on the hill, cedar in the swamps and 
mixed aspen, birch, spruce and pine in the south.

GENERAL GEOLOGY

All the rocks of the property belong to the Precombrian. They are va 
rious types of volcanic rocks with gabbro dykes and sills of Archean 
age. A band of pyrite bearing chert and jasper crosses the property in 
a northwesterly direction.

TABLE OF FORMATIONS

Red and green rhyolites
Gabbro
Andesite
Rhyolite
Chert and Jasper
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ROCK DESCRIPTIONS

Chert and Jasper

A few exposures of chert with intercalated red jasper lenses 
and pebbles can be traced from the southwestern corner in a northwest 
direction as far as the lumber road where exposures may be seen on an 
abandoned section of this road. The bands defined may be discontinuous 
and lenticular or faulted. A small exposure is found west of the lumber 
road near the rhyolite-andesite contact which may be a fault.

The chert is normally black and vitreous and in most cases ra 
ther massive. Occasionally there beds of grey chert alternate with the 
darker beds. Jasper occurs in some exposures mainly as alongated frag 
ments which shown rhytmic layers, not necessarily parallel to the bed 
ding or the trend of the zone. In places the chert is brecciated and 
cemented with a grey material, similar to the rhyolite.

Pyrite is quite abundant in some exposures of chert. It ap 
pears a massive filling material filling interstices between altered 
unidentified fragments. Pyrite is often coated by brown goethite and 
limonite.

The grey rhyolite is the dominant rock within the claim group. 
It is easily recognized by its bluish grey colour, its hardness. It is 
more commonly massive or slightly brecciated with a dark aphonitic ce 
ment. Pillows are rare and fairly large; they consist of a rhyolitic core 
surrounded by dark schistose material which resemble the andesite. Amyg- 
dules and cavities filled with quartz and calcite are not uncommon. In 
places, the rhyolite is also schistose and weathers rusty.

The rhyolite appears to grade into the more basic volcanic 
rocks.

Andesite

This variety of volcanic rock is darker than the rhyolite and 
slightly coarser grained. It is commonly agglomerate. Pillows are quite
common.

Gabbro

Dark, medium grained gabbro forms a large mass near the sou 
thern boundary of the property and crops out on many hills as sills in 
the surrounding volcanic rocks. They appear to have a variable thickness 
and are propably discontinuous along the strike. Multiple small dykes 
may be seen cutting the volcanic rocks in one locality.

O * *
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Red and green r hyoid, t es

These rocks only occur south of the western band of chert and 
jasper where relationships are obscured by heavy overburden. They are 
fine grained, brecciated and quite rusty. The exposure seen as the east 
flank of a hill extends directly into the last exposures of chert and 
jasper, suggesting either a structural relation or a common origin.

STRUCTURE

The relatively small number of exposures renders the structural diffi 
cult. The chert bands may be multiple, repeated by folding or by faul 
ting. The apparent discontinuity in these bands or claims 34598 and 
34603 could be explained by faulting. The presence of a small outcrop 
of brecciated chert along the rhyolite-andesite contact near the north 
western boundary and the apparent termination of the band to the east 
of it may be explained by a marked east-west fault along the contact.

Reversals in attitude of pillows in andesite indicate tha t considerable 
folding has taken place, but an insufficient number of observations 
precludes my tentative of interpretation.

MINERALIZATION

Mineralization was only seen in the chert bands. Massive streaks of py 
rite form the cement of a breccia in which the fragments are completely 
altered and leached. Moreover, pyrite is also bordered by a rim of goethi 
te or brown limonite.

GEOPHYSICS

In the Fall of 1964, and during June and July of 1965, the^Compagnie Ge- 
nerale de Geophysique" of Paris, France, did magnetometer, self-potential 
and electromagnetometer surveys on a regular partern of lines cut at 
400 foot intervals. Intermediate lines were also surveyed where found 
necessary.

The report dealing with geophysics is submitted separately.

per Marcel Morin
Jacques Bernazeaud,
Head of Exploration Department.
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INTRODUCTION

Four claims, covering about 160 acres are held under op 
tion by MOKTA (CANADA) LTD., Place Victoria, Tour de la Bourse, 
Montreal 3, Province of Quebec. The property is crossed diagonally 
by highway 560 which links Elk Lake to Gogama in the Montreal River 
Mining Division.

The property may be reached easily from Elk Lake on high 
way 65 about 50 miles to the east. Travel within the property is from the 
highway and secondary lumber roads.

TOPOGRAPHY, SOIL AND FOREST

In this small group of claims the surface is hummocky. Small 
knobs of volcanics stand out in the rather swampy terrace. Notable ele 
vations are seen near the northern boundary. Outcrops are rather scarce. 
Muskeg and a relatively thick mantle of sandy till cover most of the 
ground.

The area has been lumbered some years ago. Spruce is dominant 
in the south whereas aspen and birch are more common in the north.

GENERAL GEOLOGY

All the rocks belong to the Archean. Various types of volca 
nic rocks are accompanied by minor gabbro. Dykes, apophyses and a mass 
of feldspar porphyry appear to be the youngest rocks.

TABLE OF FORMATIONS

Feldspar porphyry
Red and green rhyolites
Gabbro
Andesite
Rhyolite

DESCRIPTION OF ROCKS

The rhyolite has a diagnostic bluish grey colour. It is very fine 
grained, rarely has conspicuous quartz calcite grains, very hard and 
commonly massive. Pillows are not common. Sheared varieties weather to 
a brown colour and usually contain more calcite than the more massive 
rhyolites.
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Andesitg

This rock is coarcer grained than the rhyolite and dark. It is also 
associated with thin bands of chert and agglomerate. Small pillows 
are found on many exposures.

Gabbro

There are only a few exposures of gabbro in this group of claims. The 
rock is typically black, even grained and in places shows an ophitic 
texture. It is often sheared and contains veinlets of quartz and epi 
dote and even some tremolite. It appears to be closely related to the 
surrounding volcanic rocks.

Red and green rhyolites

The red and green rhyolites are more common in the northwestern part 
of the claims than in the other parts, where the red variety found 
close to the grey rhyolite, becomes progressively green northwestward. 
The crescentic zone of these rhyolites is a contour outlining the 
exposures. At the eastern tip of the lower limb, the rhyolite is asso 
ciated with a small apophysis of porphyry.

The rock is fine grained and brecciated. White quartz veinlets form 
a rectangular network which cemente the fragments.

Feldspar Porphyry

The feldspar porphyry is easily identified by its red to white feldspar 
phenocrysts up to 1/4 inch in diameter. Some phenocrysts show a conspi 
cuous zoning. The matrix is fine to medium grained and quartzose.

The main porphyry mass crops oit in the northeastern corner on both sides 
of Shiningtree creek.

STRUCTU.RE

The information available is insufficient for interpretation, 
Only trends of the main units could be outlined on the map.

ECONOME GEOLOGY

No significent mineralization was found in this group of 
claim. Specks of cholcopyrite can be seen in a pit blasted in an out 
crop of gabbro north of the road about 200 feet west of the intersection 
of highway 560 with an old section of the highway.

A few specks of chalcopyrite occur in tremolite-epidote veins 
about 1/4 inch thick in the sheared gabbro.
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GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS

In the Fall of 1964, and during Une and July of 1965, the "Com- 
pagnie Generale de Geophysique" of Paris, France, did magnetometer, self- 
potential and electromagnetometer surveys on a regular partern of lines 
cut at 400 foot intervals. Intermediate lines were also surveyed where 
found necessary.

The report dealing with geophysics is submitted separately.

per Marcel Morin,
Jacques Bernazeaud,
Head of Exploratfon Department.
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l ~ INTRODUCTION

At the request of IC'KTA (CANADA) LTD, the COMPAGNIE GENERALE 
DE GEOPhYSI^UE of Paris (France) (C.G.G.) carried out a 
geophysical survey on two claim-groups in MAC MURCHY Township 
(district of fcUDBUHX - Ontario) during June and July 1965*

The area surveyed is situated on highway 560, halfway between 
Gowganda and Shiningtree and more exactly on the West side 
of the Shiningtree creek. This area covers :
a) - Twenty claims registered under numbers 3^5^5 to 34604 

inclusive.
b) - Four claims registered unrier numbers 32933 to 32941 

inclusive.

Some work had previously been done on these claims by C.W. 
BRUHET; trenching and blasting works had been done on some 
mineralized zones. Mainly a geophysical reconnaissance 
had been doue in October 1964 by CGG on a large area which 
includes these two groups of claims - the conclusion of this 
reconnaissance had shown that it was necessary to get better 
and more accurate information, to undertake a new survey 
with more tie tec 11 and other r;ethodfe of investigation.

Therefore, this new survey consisted of :

1) - ^pening lines in a li1 .S. direction, between the lines
opened in October 2964, and in a E.W. direction - 20,900* 
were opened in the claim-group a) and 12,000* in the 
claim-group b)
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2) - Self potential survey along the new lines and along
some tracks at intervale of 50*. More than 5#0 readings 
were taken in the claim-group a) and 240 in the claim- 
group b).

3) - Ground magnetometer survey along the new lines and
along some tracks at intervals of 50' {25 in anomalous 
zone). More than 400 readings were taken in the 
claim-group a) and 250 in the claim-group b).

4) - Electromagnetic survey (with TURAM method) along the 
old and new lines at intervals of 50'. A total of 
1,250 readings were taken in the claim-group a) and 
650 in the claim-group b).

The survey was directed by J. VELAINE, geologist and 
geophysicist, at C.G.G. He was assisted by A. NICOLAS 
(specially for E.M. readings) and R. BORGEAUD ( S.P. readings), 
C.G.G. technicians. R. PICARD, resident of Barraute (Que.) 
was in charge of magnetometer readings. The crew was 
completed with six Canadian helpers and C.W. BRUNET, resident 
of North Bay (Ont.) with three helpers, was in chargei of 
opening the lines, which were surveyed by a topograph with 
one helper.

This report and three maps insert, at the scale of l" "* 400', 
sum up the results of these surveys.
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II - oELF POTENTIAL SURVEY

Some ore bodies are known to give rise to natural currents 
flowing through the ground under certain conditions. A 
survey of the surface distribution of the potentials results 
in the determination of parameters of the conductive metallic 
underground deposits. The potentials were read with a 
SCHLUMBERGER potentiometer consisting essentially of a high 
sensitive galvanometer and a bridge arrangement with which 
zero measurements are made. The voltage opposed to the 
ground potential is then the S.P, value. It was necessary 
to prepare small holes, watered with a ferruginous sulphate 
mixture in order to improve the contact between the soil and 
the pots of the electrodes (filled with a copper sulphate 
mixture ).

On. map Nrr l, we have drawn the equipotential curves resulting 
from our interpretation only in the anomalous zones. They 
could be rather different from those drawn in our report 
of December 1964 because with the detail done we have a 
better knowledge of the area.

In the clnim-.pTcup a) two big and wide anomalies were checked 
between lines 30W-20W and IbW-iftf. They have a NNW strike 
and they seem to be formed by several narrow anomalies. 
Line 12E-16E an anomaly more weak has the same strike. 
Between lines O and 20E weak anomalis, E.W. strike can be 
seen - also between lines 34W-14W in the South part
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In the claim-group b) fiope characteristic anomaly can be 
checked. Tiie weak anomalies which have been plotted on 
the map cou3.cl be caused by abnormal effects (topography, 
electrofiltration, etc.)

Ill - MAGNETOMETER S

The magnetometer used was a FLUX GATK Magne tome ter, model MF1, 
of D. J. SHAJtPL Instruments, which gives the relative value 
of the vertical component of the earth's magnetic field. The 
nit'. in ha- e control point was the same as used for the surveys 
cone lai'-t year, and for the surveys done Westward {i*e, line 
3M/-190' Worth of the base line) and we have given the 
arbitrary value of zero to this point in order to compare all 
the readings checked on the whole property of the Company,

On map .jjr.. J2, we have only drav/n the isogam curves resulting 
from our interpretation and only the anomalous zones are 
reported.

la t-he elaiiu-^r^up a), u-any narrow but long anomalies can be 
seen. They have generally a NN.*/ atrike, a vertical or N*E. 
dip, and they correspond with basic dykes. In the South 
part, between lines 30W-8W, a big large anomaly could be
caused oy bauic flows, which get a ri. W. strike, near of the 
Vfest boundaries of these claims (lines

In the claim-group b), only weak and narrow anomalies have 
been checked lines 16W and 4W.
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The pattern of all these anomalies is different from the 
interpretation given in our report of December 1964. It 
could be slso changed after a close synthesis with the results 
of the geological survey. Somewhere, another interpretation 
could be done in iact.

IV - ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY

The TUKAM (type 2S - ABEM) equipment was used. This method 
uatss the i'act that when an electrical conductor is subjected 
to a primary alternating field, a secondary current is induced 
in the conductor. This current produces a secondary alter 
nating field which together with the primary field produces a 
resulting field of different amplitude and phase from the 
applied primary Held. These differences indicate the 
presence of a conductor. In Turara investigations, the 
primary field is set up by an alternating current from a 
portable motor driven generator flowing in a long grounded 
cable. Measurements are made with a receiver arrangement 
consisti-g of two receiver sets connected to 0 compensator 
amplifier. These measurements comprise the determination 
of the amplitude ratio (R) and the phase difference (A*p) 
between the vertical field component acting on the two 
receiver sets which are kept at a fixed distance apart and 
moved along the observation line to successive observation 
points. Two frequencies were used. Surveys are normally 
started with 660 cp. In disturbed areas both o60 and 220 cp
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should be used to gather additional data for the final 
interpretation and to eliminate disturbances caused by over 
burden. The presence of conductors is shown by readings of 
abnormal R or

For this survey, two primary caule lay-outs were used. One 
along the baise line and one along the 21S tie line i In 
each case, the cable was lo,OGO f long. The readings were 
taken along the lines with 50' spacing.

On, raapL Nr.,J? f we have reported, only in the anomalous gone, 
the value AV in degrees (for 660 cp frequency) in the middle 
ci the distance between the two receivers for the observation
point.

In the claim-group a), many conductors can be seen. Their 
: c curacy and the correlation between lines are various. 
Their strikes are NNrf or L.tf. In the S.ii., part of the 
area aurveyeu, we have reported the 220 cp readings because 
the OoG cp readings were out of the scale of the compensator 
oue t c the overburden.

In the claim-f.rcup b), fcoae characteristic anomaly have been 
checked.

In conclusion, the results of the K.K* survey are not very 
characteristic to-day. However, when a better knowledge 
of the area has been obtained, some interesting data could
issue from this survey.
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V - SiNTiliiiSI^ AND CONCLUSIONS

The correlations between the data given by the various surveys 
are yet rather effective. However, it needs some information 
about thti gtsoli.0{-;y of the area. But we think that a prelimi 
nary reconiKiiascnco (trenching ond drilling) could be done 
alon^ the two ra^inl^ St anoraeliep. Actually, there are some 
cloae correlations between SP and EM readings. Later, a 
more detailed interpretation of the geophysical data could be 
acne to yet up a further and deeper drilling program.

h.ris, 22nd October 1965. Jean VELAINE.

JV/ULfi
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FIG.1

CORRELATION BETWEEN MAGNETIC AND SP PROFILES
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